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Abstract—Network Function Virtualization (NFV) is
emerging as a promising technology in future wireless
communication system to achieve resource sharing through
abstracting standardized network equipment into different
types of virtual network functions (VNFs) to be placed in
various network slices for diverse requirements. In order to
satisfy the required QoS of serving users, each network slice
deploys appropriate VNFs on different Base Stations (BSs) and
orchestrates them for providing uniform service like an
independent virtual network. However, due to the user
mobility, the VNF on the BS may not have sufficient resource to
provide QoS guaranteed services for newly accessed users. It is
challenging to allocate adequate resource dynamically for VNFs
to guarantee the required QoS of roaming users. In this paper,
we propose a dynamic resource allocation scheme for VNF
based on group mobility prediction. We first employ Markov
chain and online learning method together to predict group
mobility of users. Then we calculate the popularities of BSs for
allocating more resource to the hotspot BSs (HBSs) with aim of
enabling HBS permit the enormous service requests of
approaching users. We propose a complementarity mechanism
to maximize resource efficiency when implementing resource
allocation for VNFs. Numerical results validate the effectiveness
of our proposed dynamic resource allocation scheme.
Keywords—Network Function Virtualization, Virtual Network
Function, Group Mobility Prediction, Base Station Popularity,
Dynamic Resource Allocation

I.
INTRODUCTION
With the emergence and rapid development of new
applications such as the Internet of Things and the Internet of
Vehicles, existing mobile communication networks have
been unable to meet the increasing communication needs of
users in terms of system capacity, transmission rate and
reliability. The fifth-generation mobile communication (5G)
system has been considered as an promising paradigm to
provide flexible service with its high frequency efficiency,
energy efficiency, and elastic network architecture as well [1].
With the help of network function virtualization (NFV)
technology, the dedicated network devices in traditional
communication network are replaced by standardized servers
in 5G system. The hardware resources (e.g., CPU and
Memory) of the servers are abstracted into many types of
basic virtual resources that can be further composed as a
virtual network function (VNF) to provide specific service
[2]. As employing software defined network (SDN)
technology, 5G system can further orchestrate different
VNFs to a service chain for serving users [3]. Specifically,
the diverse service type results in different deployment
scheme of VNF in the service chain. Moreover, the service
chain is also called as network slice, which is been consider
an independent virtual network for providing specific QoS
guaranteed service [4] [5].
In general, the SDN-based controller executes resource
allocation for VNFs at the time of implementing network
slicing. Specifically, some network performance indicators

such as QoS of service type, overall network load and
available resource, would affect the allocated resource on
VNFs, which further determines the service capability of
network slice. After orchestrating various network slices
based on existing service types, the sliced network would
assign users to corresponding network slice according to the
QoS of requested service. Moreover, the service area of
network slice depends on the coverage of base stations (BSs)
that have been deployed specific VNFs by virtualizing radio
access network (RAN) device. Namely, if a network slice
deploys some VNFs on a BS to provide service, the BS is
covered by the network slice. Accordingly, the users who are
served by specific network slice would be assigned a slice ID,
and are capable of accessing network slice when approaching
BSs that are covered by the network slice [6]. Hence, the
network slice can provide ubiquitous services for mobile
users.
In early network slicing scheme, in order to utilize
resource efficiently, the virtual network resources are usually
allocated in a global view of entire network. Specifically,
taking into account of actual service load of each BS, little or
less resource is allocated to the VNFs of BSs that have no
service load. Apparently, this network slicing scheme mainly
focuses on the static scenario, in which the resource
allocation for VNF is respond to current serving users.
However, due to the user mobility in mobile network, users
accessing a certain network slice would fail to be served
continually when moving into a BS that is not covered by the
network slice. Hence, with the purpose of guaranteeing QoS
of mobile users, the resource allocation for VNFs should
fully consider the dynamic changes of service load on BSs.
Many researchers pay enormous attention to resource
allocation for network slicing. Y. Zaki et al. [7] [8] present a
framework for LTE virtualization through hosting multiple
virtual eNodeBs on a single physical LTE BS and scheduling
PRB among virtual eNodeBs. M. I. Kamel et al. [9] develop
an efficient resource allocation scheme to allocate the radio
resource blocks for LTE network slicing. The scheme keeps
track of the service contracts with the SPs and the fairness
requirements between cell-center users and cell-edge users.
E. Pateromichelakis et al. [10] investigate the adaptive
placement of Radio Resource Management (RRM)
functionalities to the RAN nodes and the interactions among
functionalities on per slice basis. Specifically, they consider
that a central management entity should assign RRM to the
controllers that manage the cluster of access nodes. K. Zhu
et al. [11] study two-level hierarchical resource allocation
problem, in which Infrastructure Provider (InP) abstracts the
physical resources into isolated slices for each Mobile
Virtual Network Operatore (MVNO) who then allocates the
resources within the slice to its subscribed users. They
eventually design a hierachical combinatorial auction
mechanism to solve the two-level hierarchical resource
allocation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we describe system model and user mobility model based
on Markov chain, respectively. In Section III, we present the
BS popularity based on group user mobility. In Section IV,
we show the implementation for proposed dynamic resource
allocation scheme. In Section V, we provide numerical
results for performance evaluation of proposed scheme. In
Section VI, we conclude the paper.
II.

SYSTEM MODEL AND USER MOBILITY MODEL

In this section, we introduce the system model that
captures the characteristics of sliced network architecture.
Meanwhile, we introduce the user mobility model based on
Markov chain.
A. System Model
In system model, we consider a slice based mobile
network as shown in Fig. 1 (a), which consists of the core
network and the access network. The Access and Mobility
Management Function (AMF) is running on the equipment
of the core network to allocate virtual resources to different
Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). Then AMF deploys
these VNFs on some BSs of the access network to serve users.
Due to the diversity of VNFs, the BSs are capable of
providing diverse service for users to satisfy their
personalized requirements. Moreover, the aggregation of
different VNFs for providing specific Quality of Service
(QoS) can be considered as a network slice. Hence, as shown
in Fig. 1 (b), a network slice can cover multiple BSs, and each
BS can be deployed multiple network slices simultaneously.
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Fig. 1. System Model

We further consider that there are N BSs in the slice
based mobile network, and the BSs deployed in a standard
cellular fashion. We let S = { BS1 ,BS2 ,...BSn ,...BS N } to
denote the set of all BSs, and

to denote the set of

n

neighbors for BS n . Apparently,

. Moreover, we

n

consider that there are M UEs in the network, and
U = {U1 ,U 2 , U m , U M } denotes the set of all UEs.
When leaving from the serving BS, the UE should only move
into one of the neighboring BSs. Specifically, as long as the
neighboring BSs are deployed with the same slice as their
assigned slice ID, the UEs will be served continuously during
the move process.
B. User Mobility Model
Based on the above system model, each handover of the
UEs can be deemed as an independent random transfer for
UE from one BS to another. In particular, the current
movement for UE is not affected by the previous track.
Hence, we employ the Markov chain to model the user
mobility.
Considering the basic elements of Markov chain are state
space, initial probability and transition probability, we first
construct the state space. As each UE is always be served by
one specific BS before or after the handover, we regard one
BS that serves UEs as one state. Hence, the states of Markov
chain are N . Hence, denote by p0 = [ 1 2 ... n ... N ]
the initial probability for the UE to be served by each BS at
the beginning of accessing the network. Specifically, n
denote by the probability for UE to be served by BS n .
Apparently, 0

n

1 , and

N
n =1

n

= 1 . Meanwhile, we let

ti , j to denote the direct transition probability for UE to move

from BSi to BS j when executing handover. Therefore, the
transition probability matrix for UE can be denoted by

control link
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.
.
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However, most literature consider less on the user mobility
when implementing resource allocation for network slicing.
Actually, user mobility would impact the resource utilization
of network slice, particularly when the moving users lead to
the change of the service load of some BSs that have been
covered by specific network slice. Furthermore, the QoS of
service running on a network slice would degrade when some
BSs with high service load cannot provide sufficient resource
to satisfy the demand of each user. Hence, we propose a
dynamic resource allocation scheme based on the popularity
of BS when implementing network slicing. On the basis of
the prediction for user group mobility, we select those BSs
that are likely to permit new accessed users as hotspot BSs
(HBSs), and dynamically allocate sufficient resource for
their VNFs.
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(a) Overview of the architecture for slice based mobile network

where the element ti , j must satisfy the following constraints

0

i, j { 1, 2,...,N } ,

(2)

ti , j = 1,

i { 1, 2,...,N } ,

(3)

ti ,i = 0,

i { 1, 2,...,N } ,

(4)

ti , j
N
j =1

1,

ti , j = t j ,i = 0,

j

n .

(5)

Constraint (2) indicates that the transition probability for
UE must be an integer between 0 and 1. Constraint (3)
indicates that the UE must be provided service by specific BS
as long as the handover is successful. Constraint (4) indicates
that the UE cannot execute handover between the same BS.
Constraint (5) indicates that the UE can only hand over to the
neighboring BSs of his original serving BS.
We further let k to denote the times for UE to execute
handover in the network, and Tk to denote the k -step
transition matrix of Markov chain. Therefore, the k -step
direct transition probability pk = [ 1k 2k ... nk ... Nk ] can
be calculated by

pk = p0 Tk .
III.

(6)

THE BASE STATION POPULARITY BASED ON GROUP
USER MOBILITY

In this section, we first introduce the main idea of user
mobility prediction based on online learning process. Then
we introduce the popularity of BSs based on the group user
mobility.
A. User mobility prediction
A. Mohamed et al. [12] propose a novel scheme for user
mobility prediction based on online learning process.
Inspired by their work, we utilize the real data of network
operation from [13] to implement the prediction.
Specifically, we sort and number the base station data and
user data of a certain area, and integrate these data into the
user movement path, and apply it to the online learning
process shown in Fig. 2.
Initialize T and p0

Read actual movement
path

impactor r
Online learning for
updating T

Y

Is T satisfy
the constraints?
N
Amend T

Fig. 2. Block diagram of online learning for user mobility prediction

As shown in Fig. 2, the online learning scheme for user
mobility prediction consists of four steps. The details of each
step can be summarized as the following:
1) Step 1: Initialize the parameters for the learning. We
assume that the UE can access any BS fairly before

executing handover. Hence, n =1/N . Moreover, we
also assume that the UE should hand over to each BS
fairly before the system start to learn from actual
movement path. Therefore, the transition matrix T
should be square with N N . We let n to denote
the number of neighbors of BS n . Then the element of
transition matrix ti , j = 1/

n

,

i

j .

2) Step 2: Read actual movement path of UE for online
learning process. Suppose a UE follows the actual
movement path: BSa → BSb → BSc → BSd . The
path shows that the UE starts at BS a , and arrives at

BSd through three handovers.
3) Step3: The online learning process starts to learn from
the movement path of UE, and updates the transition
matrix T . Specifically, the number of times a
handover occurs in the path determines the number of
times the transition matrix is updated. For the
supposed path in Step 2, the online learning process
would update T in sequence for every handover. For
instance, for first handover in the path BSa → BSb ,
the process updates T according to the following:

ta1,b = ta ,b +
ta1 , j = ta , j −

t

j a, j

t

j a, j

|

a

r, j
*r

| −1

, j

a

,j

b,

(7)

,j

b,

(8)

a

where the rule (7) indicates that the direct transition
probability from BS a to BSb increases if a real
handover occurs between these two BSs. The
increment of probability is provided by other
transition probabilities. Meanwhile, the rule (8)
indicates that the other BSs that execute no
handover should reduce their transition probability.
The reduction in each probability is equal to the
averaging of the increment of increasing transition
probability they contribute to. In (7), (8), the
superscript “1” of ta1 ,b indicates the number of
times that handover occurs. The impactor r reflects
the importance of current path for online learning.
Specifically, r =1 indicates that the current path is
decisive for updating transition matrix, and r =0
indicates that the update of transition matrix is not
be affected by the path. We can choose an
appropriate value between 0 and 1 for r , according
to the dependability of previous path data. For the
rest handovers of the supposed path, the online
learning process should continue to update tb2, c , tb2, j
, tc3, d and tc3, j until the path data is over. At this
time, the update of transition matrix for the current
path data ends.
4) Step 4: As the update rule (8) of transition matrix
would result in negative value for transition
probability, the online learning process would amend
transition matrix to keep every transition probability
non-negative to satisfy the constraint (2). The method
is to check the transition probability of the matrix row
by row. The transition probabilities that are negative
in each row are added and then averaged to other
transition probabilities that are positive. These

transition probabilities with original negative value,
are then set to zero.

is capable of being allocated dynamically to the HBSs. We
let R*kn to denote the expected amount of type k resource

Until there is no transition probability with negative value
in the entire transition matrix, the online learning process
ends and the next learning is ready.

that should be allocated for VNFs on BS n . As the intuition
that the most resource should be allocated to where the most
demands exist, we consider that R*kn should complies with
the following
H
R*kn = N n
Qk .
(12)
Hn

B. The popularity of BS
The above scheme for user mobility prediction is only for
a single UE. If the VNF resources for BS are dynamically
allocated for a single UE, the signaling overhead for resource
re-allocation will increase greatly. Hence, in order to
improve the service capability of the network slice, we
consider re-allocating VNF resources for BS that are subject
to increased load resulting from the large-scale user handover.
These BSs are defined as hotspot BSs (HBSs).
We let H = [ H1 , H 2 ... H n ... H N ] to denote the
popularity of each BS in the network. The initial value for
any element H n is equal to zero. We assume that the online
learning system have updated the transition matrix k times
for each UE. Therefore, the k -step direct transition
probability pk − m = [ 1k 2k ... nk ... Nk ]m for UE m can be
attained by

pk − m = p0− m Tk − m ,

(9)

where p0− m indicates the initial probability for the UE m ,
and Tk − m indicates the k -step transition matrix for the UE
m.
Hence, the popularity of every BS can be calculated by
M

H=

m =1

pk − m .

(10)

Apparently, if a BS has the high popularity, enormous UEs
are likely to hand over to that BS.
IV. DYNAMIC RESOURCE ALLOCATION FOR VNF
In this section, we describe the main idea of dynamic
resource allocation for VNFs on HBSs. Then we develop a
heuristic algorithm to implement resource allocation for
VNFs.
A. Resource allocation for VNF
As the VNFs are generally virtualized from some physical
resources, we consider there are K types of resources, as
exemplified by CPU, memory and bandwidth. The total
amount of each type resource is denoted by Q k . We further
assume these resources have been virtualized to V types of
VNFs. Denote by qvk the amount of type k K resource
for a type v V VNF instance. Hence, denote by R

k
n

the

type k resource that has been allocated for VNFs on BS n ,
which can be calculated by
R kn =

V
v =1

qvk xnv ,

k

K,

(11)

where xnv represents the number of type v VNF instances
that have been deployed on BS n .
Due to the user mobility, the allocated resource on BSs
generally cannot respond to the change of service load.
However, with the help of the popularity of BSs, the resource

i =1

Moreover, we further define the allocation tolerance Gnk
as
Gnk = R kn − R*kn .

(13)

Hence, in order to guarantee the QoS of UEs that execute
handover, the efficient resource allocation for VNFs on BSs
can be formulated as
N

min
v
xn

K

n =1 k =1

Gnk , s.t.

N
n =1

qvk xnv

Qk .

(14)

B. Complementarity Mechanism (CM)
Although the objective function of resource allocation for
BS can be treated as a least-square problem, the problem is
still difficult to solve as the optimization variable xnv is an
integer. Hence, we propose a complementarity mechanism.
The main idea of the complementarity mechanism is to
allocate idle resources of those base stations with fewer
handover users to HBSs, instead of allocating resource
directly from the total amount of resource. Specifically, the
mechanism reduces the excessive signaling cost and avoids
recalculating the amount of resources xnv that need to be
allocated to the VNFs on HBSs. The key procedures of
mechanism implementation can be summarized as the
following:
1) Step 1: We first initialize the system parameters, such as
the BS distribution, the user movement path data for
prediction, and the deployment of VNFs on each BS.
Meanwhile, considering that resource scheduling will
bring additional signaling overhead to the system, we set
the maximum number of resource compensation times
D for the mechanism.
2) Step 2: We perform the online learning process, and attain
the predicted result on group user mobility. Then we
calculate the popularity of each BS according to formula
(10).
3) Step 3: We acquire the initialized resource allocation of
VNFs on each BS to represent R kn (i.e., the actual
allocation). Meanwhile, the ideal resource allocation R*kn
(i.e., the objective allocation) of VNFs on each BS is
calculated by formula (12).
4) Step 4: Then we calculate the difference Gnk between the
actual resource allocation and the ideal resource
allocation for each BS.
5) Step 5: According to the value of Gnk , we divide all BSs
into three categories, the BS with excess demand (CDBSs)
(i.e., Gnk 0 ), the BS with insufficient demand (IDBSs)
(i.e., Gnk

0 ), and the BS with matching demand

(MDBSs) (i.e., Gnk =0 ).

6) Step 6: We first sort the IDBSs according to the
popularity of each IDBS. In the descending order, for
each type of resource on each IDBS, we select the
appropriate CDBS to be paired with each IDBS (i.e.,
), and schedule the excess resource
Gik
G kj
IDBS

CDBS

from paired CDBS to the corresponding IDBS. Based on
the idea of “returning more and less compensation”, we
give priority to ensuring the demand of IDBS is satisfied
fully (i.e., Gik

IDBS

0 , where Gik

IDBS

represents the

allocation tolerance after the compensation). Specifically,
we call one time compensation as the completion of
resource scheduling for all types of resource on specific
IDBS. As being taken away the excess resource, CDBS
would become an IDBS or MDBS. Hence, after one time
compensation, we update the set of IDBSs, the set of
CDBSs, and the set of MDBSs.
7) Step 7: Due to the limit of available resource and the
minimum granularity of resource scheduling for each
VNF, all the demands of IDBSs may not be satisfied fully.
Hence, we design two termination criteria for the
mechanism. One is to terminate the compensation when
there is no IDBS in the system. The other is to terminate
the compensation when the times of compensation
achieve the maximum number of compensation times D
.
The following heuristic algorithm is developed to
implement the complementarity mechanism.

Algorithm: (Complementarity Mechanism)
Input: BS distribution, user movement path data,
deployment of VNFs on each BS (i.e., xnv ), parameter
D

Output: the actual resource allocation xnv after the
resource compensation
1 Initialization
2 Predict the user mobility by formula (9)
3 Calculate the popularity of each BS by formula (10)
4 Calculate R kn by formula (11) based on the
deployment of VNFs
5 Calculate R*kn by formula (12)
6

Calculate Gnk by formula (13)

7 Create {IDBS}, {CDBS}, {MDBS} based on Gnk
8 Sort {IDBS} based on the popularity of each IDBS
9 for d =1 to D do
9
for i =1 to length({DBS}) do
10
for k =1 to K do
G kj
11
if Gik
(pairing)
IDBS

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

v
n

v
n

CDBS

−

x =x +round ( G kj

CDBS

− Gik

IDBS

end if
end for
d =d +1

Update {IDBS}, {CDBS}, {MDBS}
if d D
continue;
else
break

)

21 end for
22 break
23 end for
In the algorithm, length (.) represents the function to
calculate the number of elements in a set, and round − (.)
represents the function to make the value round down.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we compare Complementarity Mechanism
(CM) with the other two resource allocation schemes:
fairness allocation (FA) scheme and random allocation (RA)
scheme. The FA scheme allocates the resource fairly for each
type of VNF on each BS. The RA scheme allocates the
resource randomly.
A. Simulation Settings
We consider four scenarios for simulation. As shown in
Table I, different key parameter changes in each scenario.
The simulation parameters are UEs number, handover
number of each movement path for each UE, the types of
resource, the amount of each type resource, the types of VNF,
and the maximum number of compensation times. The
typical value for each parameter references by [14], and the
movement path data come from [13]. Specifically, In order
to simplify the illustration of resource utilization, we further
define the resource utilization for one type resource as

ηk = (Qk −
is denoted by

N
n =1

Gnk ) / Qk , then the final resource utilization
K
k =1

ηk / K .

TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
UEs number
handover number
BSs number
the types of resource
resource 1# amount
resource 2# amount
resource 3# amount
the types of VNF
compensation Max.

Scenario
1
variable
10
37
3
10
20
50
5
10

Scenario
2
30
10
variable
3
10
20
50
5
10

Scenario
3
30
variable
37
3
10
20
50
5
10

Scenario
4
30
10
37
3
10
20
50
5
variable

B. Numerical Results
In experiment 1, we investigate the resource utilization of
every resource allocation scheme when UEs number changes.
As shown in Fig. 3 (a), the proposed CM is obviously
superior to FA and RA. Meanwhile, with the increase of UEs
number in the system, the trends of the three schemes are
different. Since more UEs bring more movement path data,
online learning system is capable of predicting user mobility
in higher accuracy. Hence, the resource utilization for CM
increases as HBSs permit more handover users. For the FA,
more UEs also lead to the increased resource that are
allocated fairly to each BS to provide service for new
accessed users. However, the fairness of resource allocation
in the FA cannot guarantee the resource of each BS is utilized
fully, as some BS may permit a few users. Due to the
randomness of resource allocation, the RA may allocate a
large amount of resources to some BSs that do not accept new
access users, so the resource utilization is the lowest.
In experiment 2, we investigate the influence of BSs
number on resource utilization. As shown in Fig. 3 (b), with
the increase of BSs number, the CM is better than FA and
RA. As the BSs number increases, the resource utilization for
CM increases first, and then reaches a maximum value about

88% and then decreases. The main reason is that the
transition probability of CM is hard to converge as there are
too many BSs. Namely, the popularity of each BS cannot be
distinguished, and each BS has similar popularity. The CM
has to allocate resource equally to each BS. Therefore, the
resource utilization for CM becomes similar to the FA.

[1]
[2]

[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

(a) Scenario 1

(b) Scenario 2
[7]

[8]
[9]
(c) Scenario 3

(d) Scenario 4

[10]

Fig. 3. Comparison of the resource utilization for CM, FA, and RA in
different scenarios

In experiment 3, we investigate the influence of handover
number on resource utilization. As shown in Fig. 3 (c), with
the increase of handover number, the resource utilization for
CM is significantly better than FA and RA. Moreover, when
the handover number continues to increase, the resource
utilization for CM can arise up to 90%, while the other two
schemes show a downward trend.
In experiment 4, we investigate the influence of the
maximum number of compensation times on resource
utilization. As shown in Fig. 3 (d), as the maximum number
increases, the resource can be scheduled richly among IDBSs
and CDBSs, which would lead the allocation tolerance to be
zero. Hence, the resource utilization for CM is capable of
achieving 100% nearly. As there is no limit on the number
of resource allocations in the FA and the RA, the maximum
number of compensation times has no effect on their resource
utilization.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the resource allocation for VNFs
on each BS in slice based 5G network. In order to guarantee
the QoS of mobile user when handover occurs, we propose a
complementarity mechanism to allocate resource to HBSs
that would permit a large number of new accessed users. As
employing online learning system to predict the group user
mobility, we can identify the HBSs easily, and schedule the
idle resource from other BSs to the HBSs. Numerical result
validate the effectiveness of our proposed complementarity
mechanism.
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